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ABSTRACT
Several studies have investigated how the TESOL program influenced the construction of Non-Native English Speaker Teachers’ identities, yet few literature concerns about the negotiation of NNESTs’ identity as legitimate speakers and teachers of English. This paper was an auto-ethnographic investigation of my personal experience as one of international students in the TESOL program at an Australian university. Drawing on Norton’s theory of language and identity, this study examined a complex process of my identity formation as a legitimate speaker and teacher of English after studying one of a critical pedagogical unit ‘Language, Culture, and Curriculum’. The findings revealed that the TESOL program enabled me to discover and explore another part of myself as a legitimate speaker and teacher of English through linguistic constructs and rich knowledge given in that unit. It also supported that a critical pedagogical unit could empower international students to form their identities as confident and professional English teachers back to their countries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of English language teaching, particularly in Teaching English to Speaker of Other Language (TESOL) area, the investigation of who owns English internationally has been critically examined by researchers. Recent literature in this field which concern with this relevant issue can be identified from different perspectives. In the perspective of linguistic, the experts have critically examined the construct ‘native-speakerism’ paradigm and its misconception and argued that both native and non-native speakers have authority to own English as an international language [1-3]. From the sociological point of view, the concept of legitimate speakers from [4] has become ‘a darling’ used by researchers to demonstrate how language learners and Non-Native English speaker teachers can be legitimate speakers of English [5, 6]. From the cultural perspective, the postcolonial concepts of the self refer to the colonizer (native English speaker) and the other means the colonized (non-native English speaker) has been criticized and now it reveals that the image of the other is simply the generalization and imagination of the self towards the other [7-10]. Not only challenge and criticizes the self in regard to their assumption and perception of others but also negotiate and empower the other (non-native speakers) as the owner of English [10].
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In relation with the impact of TESOL program on the construction of NNESTs’ identities, several studies concern with the situations and condition in which language learners need to become the legitimate speaker of English [11]. Others also are interested in the negotiation of NNESTs’ identity as legitimate speakers and teachers of English [12-15]. The important study conducted by [16] related to shaping international students as legitimate speakers and teachers after they took TESOL program, reveals that the role of TESOL education programs play significantly in supporting the imagination of new teacher identities through alternative discourse [15, 16] for instance, “native speaker fallacy” by [17] from the unit offered may help these international students to legitimize themselves as speakers and teachers of English.

Reading all literature related to NNESTs’ identity formation and reflecting my personal experience as one of international students in TESOL programs at one Australian university, I began to wonder how I am able to form and construct my own identity as a legitimate speaker and legitimate teacher of English through the TESOL program I have been attending. In addition, I want to examine to what extent all materials and resources given by my program help me to establish my legitimacy. Therefore, this paper aims to explore the complex processes of my identity formation as a legitimate speaker and teacher during the TESOL program.

Identity in language learning

This study adopted Norton [18] notions regarding identity as the theoretical framework to examine the identity of myself. The three characteristics of identity such as: a) identity is diverse: This diversity means in this context that identity is “produced in a difference of social sites, which are structured by relations of power in which the person has different subject position as teacher, child, manager, and critic.” Through the diverse positions from where and which language learners can participate in social life, thus identity is theorized as multiple and diverse; b) identity as a site of struggle: is a logical continuation of the position that identity is complex and contradictory.” People may experience different identities through their participation in social context and may take up among the identities within them. Noticing the identity as a sit of struggle, thus, researchers have investigated and exemplified on how language learners struggle to construct their own identities through learning English [10]; c) identity changes overtime: Norton emphasizes that the change of identity happens because people may experience either these two conditions or situations.

How can individual become a legitimate English speaker?

As stated by Norton [6] that with the purpose of becoming legitimate speaker of English, the learners may need to develop “awareness of the right to speak.” Furthermore, while the language learners are positioned in specific way within a discourse given, they may oppose the subject position or start to counter the discourse by positioning themselves more powerful than another marginalized subject position [18]. So that’s why in this context, the language learners can take a part to speak English inside the class and also in social interaction. According to McKay and Wong [5], the legitimate speaker requisites to be acknowledged as “having the right to speak, and having value assigned to what is spoken.”

As in education context, to be heard when speaking and without anxiety is quite challenges for language learners who learn foreign language. Sometimes, when students speak English with different accent or in a way that they are heard as non-standard, there might be such a judgement to this speaker. In some cases, there may be a negative evaluation not just about the accent but also speakers’ social identity. Thus, McKay and Wong [5] emphasises that being heard and audible to others as well as being acknowledged as a speaker of English may determine the extent to which language learners can participate in their social interactions and negotiations within educational institutions. Hence, “Audibility” in this sense is defined as the way or action speakers are heard as well as understood by other legitimate English users.

Another condition to be considered as a legitimate speaker of English is by moving forward from a “birthright paradigm” to an “appropriate model” [19]. Birthright paradigm refers to those speakers whose mother tongue is English will be always legitimately regarded as the owner of English, while appropriation model in this sense emphasises is concern with the successful appropriation of English as an additional language. In this regards, multilingual speakers need to be encouraged to see the language ownership not as a concept but put attention more on a linguistic repertoire that can be expanded [19].

Identity formation of NNESTs as legitimate speakers and teachers

As it was pointed out in the introduction to this study, several studies have investigated the issue of students and NNESTs’ legitimacy. Study conducted by Brutt-Griffler and Saminij [12] study reveal that the process of empowering international postgraduate students in TESOL as legitimate teachers was “neither simple nor linear.” They were able to analyse the causes of their powerlessness, and created a new sense of agency to form their identity with professional legitimacy. In addition, Golombek and Jordan [13] in their study reflecting on a critical pedagogy of teaching English pronunciation, have investigated pre-service
teachers in Taiwan looked at themselves as legitimate teachers of English especially teachers of English pronunciation. The study presented that the pre-service teachers had conflicted and multiple identities as legitimate teachers. They were able to imagine themselves through linguistic resources from reading provided by the course.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

In this study, I (the first author) used auto ethnography to be “highly personalized account that draws upon the experience of author for the purposes of extending sociological understanding” [3]. In relation with this, Brodkey (1996 as cited in [10]) creates her metaphor of auto ethnography as a method in which it is based on data collected from “interview with the self” and also memories which are treated as “data” are discussed and analysed. I came to this auto ethnography as I wanted to answer the questions on how I form my identity as a legitimate speaker and teacher of English during my study in TESOL program. Thus, in the light of discussion, I now write my auto ethnography.

a. Sarie as a speaker of English

I will start my story by telling my experience as a learner of English. I started to learn English when I was nine years old in one of English language course in Palembang. I might say that I started earlier than my friends at elementary school as English became a compulsory subject taught in fourth grade. I remembered for the first time I pronounced the words in English and my teacher directly gave feedback which demotivated me to speak English at the time. Remembering my memories when I failed in English exam and it made me frustrated. That’s why I thought I was not legitimate to be English user. I was also not confident of my English competency.

When I was junior high school, my motivation to learn English increased as I had a chance to join an English competition in my school. I was representative from my class to join speech competition in an annual English speech contest held by school. Eventually, I became the first winner and it boosted my confidence to always practice speaking English. Yet, it changed when I came to bachelor degree and studied English language teaching program for about 4 years in one of private university in Jakarta. English is used as medium of instruction in my university. As this university cooperated with one of American college, then several university staffs also coming from US as well. I realized that I got much exposure to American accent then my belief at the time was speaking using American English as standard of being a legitimate speaker of English.

My next life episode was encountering with English when I came to Australia to continue my postgraduate at an Australian university. My belief that I was not a legitimate speaker of English was strengthened when I was in my first semester and during discussion, the local students were dominating classroom discussion. Then I did not feel confident. Yet, on the other side, I tried to join one of program namely Let’s Chat which gave me the opportunity to speak as well. Then, my perception changes now as I am in 3rd semester already and I found other units I selected which more focus on my field, TESOL such as pedagogy in TESOL, bilingualism, even this unit language culture and curriculum. They opened up my mind. As I also read a very good book from [10] entitled Teaching English as an International Language: Identity, Resistance, and Negotiation which she is as the author and other scholars argue that English is owned not only by native speakers but also non-native speakers and learn it because it is an international language. Thus, it empowers me to be a legitimate speaker of English this present till future.

b. Sarie as a teacher of English

After graduated from a bachelor degree in English language teaching program, I had a chance to teach English in one of private school in my hometown, Palembang. My experience as an English teacher actually began when we had a school experience program in university, at the time, we had opportunities to teach English in several schools starting my first semester until my last semester. During that SEP, I was assigned to private and international based school. At the time, in my school, we are supervised by native English speaking teachers and it means we would cooperate together. At the very beginning I was feeling inferior as an English teacher especially when we had a parents-teacher conference and I could see that the parents tend to more admire the NESTs rather than any NNESTs. Until I come here and studying at Monash, it enlightened me in a way I realized that NNESTs like me are not necessarily inferior to NESTs. Any speakers of English have the potential to become ideal teachers of English regardless of linguistic and racial backgrounds. Such arguments empowered my own position as a legitimate teacher of English.
c. Overview of TESOL program

TESOL program at one Australian University offers a critical pedagogical unit called EDF5640 – Language, Culture, and Curriculum. This unit explores on how issues around language, culture identity plays out in language curriculum in particular context or even across the globe. By studying this unit, students are expected to develop an understanding of language as cultural, social, and political practice, critically reflect on how this understanding is relevant as educator through their identities and experiences. Accordingly, this unit also equips students with knowledge about particular issues related native-speakerism fallacy, identity formation, the notion of self and other. Within this unit, students are able to use the theory of interrelationship between language and culture by [20], language and representation by [21] which lead students to the postcolonial concept of the Self and the Other, the notion of identity in language learning which emerging the issue of social identity, investment, and language learning by [6]. The issue of English as an international language is challenged, the dichotomy of native speaker and non-native speaker in language teaching is also being debated, and the urgency of critical pedagogy in English language teaching is discussed. During the whole of this unit, students also discuss some prominent author such as [10, 22-25] and other experts in related to this issue.

What is distinguished this unit is that there is critical discussion toward the issue of language learning and teaching through the angel of cultural, social, and political contexts. Aside from that, a postructuralist view of identity is also introduced as a theoretical lens to apply important issues in ELT. According to postructuralist, identity is dynamic, fragmented, multiple and contradictory [21, 26, 27]. Not only that, the reading provided in this unit also from the perspective of both Western and non-Western scholars. Hence, by studying this unit, postgraduate students are hoped to speak out in related to the issues that have been mentioned above as well as explore their own identity and legitimate status as speaker of English with the power and capability they have.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Identity as changing overtime

In this section, two main points were discussed, firstly, how my knowledge of the unit EDF5640, Language, Culture, and Curriculum as the tool of change, secondly, imagining another instructional practices of teaching.

3.1.1. Knowledge of EDF5640 as tool of change

a. Becoming a legitimate speaker of English

To establish how I changed my attitudes towards my status as a legitimate speaker of English, I began to analyse on how I employed several linguistic construct and issues brought up in the unit for example, “an awareness of the right to speak” [6], multilingual speaker, issue about accent, and the ownership of English. Firstly, I noted on how I could claim my right to speak English. It happened when I joined one of program for international students which called, “Let’s Chat”. I got the chance to raise my voice through this program. Sometimes in the end of the class, I was still talking with the tutors who are local students at this Australian university. I socialised with those local friends who wanted to know more about Indonesian culture and I thought this made me a legitimate speaker in the perspective of the mainstream hearers.

In relation to the linguistic construct, I found that sometimes I focused on the accent to label the change in a way I see myself, to being equal to all English native speakers. I used to attempt to always practice American accent in order to look such a ‘cool’ and become legitimate speaker of English. However, everything changed as I was attending ED5640 and I realized that there is no need to be an American native like because English was actually not only belong to or the property of British or American yet it is a global language.

b. Becoming a legitimate teacher of English

At the very beginning, I did not realize that the unit Language, Culture, and Curriculum would give me such an impact on my identity construction. Yet, it helped me change my perspective and attitudes toward my status as teacher of English. My realisation was all based on the linguistic construct what so call native speaker fallacy and also related knowledge of dichotomy between NESTs and NNESTs. Based on my experience during the time I worked with NESTs in one of private and international based school in my hometown, sometimes I felt inferior to them in terms of English competences. Something made me sad at the time, when we had parents-teacher conference in the end of semester; I could see how parents really admire these native English teachers. In fact, sometimes in terms of preparedness, local teacher might do better than NESTs. Consequently, as argued by Philipson [17] that native teachers are not necessarily best
teachers. Even though, they are competent in the language but it does not guarantee they always perform well in the classroom.

3.1.2. Imagining another instructional practice of teaching

Based on my personal experience, I could picture myself on how I would teach English as I returned home which would help me to become legitimate teachers of English. First, by gaining experiences living in Australia, I could teach English and connect it to the culture. In this opportunity, I would use cultural materials like Western movies or music in order to make students understand English subconsciously. Another strategy that might be used for instance by comparing and finding similarity between the target language and mother tongue as well as teaching them to interact cross culturally.

As I experienced different teaching method from the TESOL program, I found Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is still applicable and beneficial for my teaching context. As CLT is proved as an effective approach that can make students communicate and engage actively in the classroom by implementing role play, games, task-based communication which also emphasis on group work [28]. Therefore, I concerned with this teaching method I could apply as a legitimate teacher of English in my own language teaching context.

According to Norton [11], the change of identity may happened when a person imagine his or herself in a new community with new future visions and this is considered as “imagined community” and “imagined identity.” In this study, it can be identified that I was able to imagine how I would teach English when I return home. In this sense, the “imagined community” refers to EFL classroom setting and context where teaching English can be using both target and local culture, comparing cultural difference, applying CLT to my EFL context and empowering students as legitimate speakers or learners of English [29-31]. Then, the “imagined identity” would be my new identity as a legitimate teacher of English with any creative above ways of teaching English. Apparently, this imagination is an effective tool to show how constructive and transformative my identity is likewise the support of linguistic resources from unit ‘Language, Culture, and Curriculum’.

3.2. Implications for TESOL teachers

Having known that this TESOL program helped me in forming my identity, this could be better to offer new directions for TESOL program in general and unit EDF5640 in particular. Several recommendations and suggestions might help international students in this TESOL program to represent themselves through participation inside or outside classroom. Firstly, this unit can encourage students to develop their own expertise or strengths in a way that can build their legitimacy, for example strengthening aspects of their teacher identities similar to their experience in learning English, their knowledge of appropriate pedagogy for their own teaching setting and the cultural and linguistic background which they share with the students. By acknowledging international students in this TESOL course to focus on those factors which build their legitimacy up, thus the TESOL teachers or instructors can propose them new directions for imagining their identities that challenge the stereotypes that will face.

In addition, the recommendation for TESOL program can be propopsed by providing support to the imagination of teacher identities through particular discourses. These alternative discourses are “awareness of the right to speak” by [6], native speaker fallacy [17, 32-34], bilingual and multilingual speaker [23] from the unit Language, Culture, and Curriculum which offered by faculty of education, especially for TESOL studies. These discourses may help international students to legitimize themselves as speakers and teachers of English at the same time challenge the common beliefs about Non-Native English Speaker Teachers. In a wider context, to help build confidence within EFL teacher’s identity, sustainable participation and engagement in a professional development such as lesson study is considerably beneficial [35].

4. CONCLUSION

To sum up, this study had explored my personal experiences through studying EDF 5640 in TESOL program. I had discovered and explored another part of myself as a legitimate speaker and teacher of English through linguistic constructs and rich knowledge given in this unit. This study also supported that a critical pedagogical unit like this in a postgraduate level enabled international students to form their identities, which made them be more confident as native English speaker teachers back to their country. As a closing statement, the journey of identity formation as legitimate speaker or teacher was actually never ending and still ongoing. Then, this unit ‘language, culture, and curriculum’ had given such an impact on how we see ourselves and make a connection to the social and cultural world in learning and teaching English. It opened up my mind and changed my perspective as non-native English speaker teachers that we were legitimate to be speaker and teacher of English.
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